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Abstract 
Pellikaan, R., On decoding by error location and dependent sets of error positions, Discrete 
Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 369-381. 
We generalize the existing decoding algorithms by error location for BCH and algebraic- 
geometric codes to arbitrary linear codes. We investigate the number of dependent sets of error 
positions. A received word with an independent set of error positions can be corrected. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we introduce the notion of an error locating pair (A, B) for a 
linear code C. For a received word one sets up a system of linear equations with 
the help of the vector spaces A and B. The set of zeros of a nonzero solution of 
these equations contains the error positions, that is it locates the errors. Solving a 
set of linear equations involving the syndrome of the received word gives the 
error values. With the help of a t-error locating pair any word with at most 
f-errors and an independent set of error positions is corrected. A f-error 
correcting pair is a strengthening of the notion of a t-error locating pair, and 
corrects always any word with at most t errors. This decoding algorithm is applied 
to algebraic-geometric codes. In the last section we estimate the number of 
dependent error positions for an error locating pair with the help of the weight 
enumerator of B. 
The idea of decoding by error location one can find already in the papers of 
[8, 10, 161 on the decoding of algebraic-geometric codes, back to the paper on the 
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decoding of Reed-Solomon codes [15]. This idea also explains the decoding 
beyond the designed error correcting capability of BCH codes, see [4,5]. 
Sections 2 and 3 have appeared earlier as a preprint [13]. 
Notation. Let [F, be the finite field of q elements and C a code over [F,. We 
denote the wordlength of C by n(C) and its minimum distance by d(C). If C is a 
linear code over [F, we denote its dimension by k(C). Define the support of a E Ei 
by supp(a) = {i 1 a; # 0} and the zero set of u by z(a) = {i 1 a, = O}. The weight of 
a is the number of nonzero coordinates of a and denote it by wt(u). The number 
of elements of a set I is denoted by 111. We say that w has f errors supported at I if 
w = c + e with c E C and I = supp(e) and 111 = t = d(w, C). If C is a linear code, 
then we denote the vector space of IF, linear functionals on C by C”. The bilinear 
form (, ) is defined by (a, b) = Cj a$,. If C is a subset of Ez, then we define the 
dual C’ of C in IFi with respect to the bilinear form (, ) by Cl = {x 1 (x, c) = 0 
for all c E C}, so in this definition C need not to be linear but Cl is always linear. 
The sum of two elements of lJrG is defined by coordinatewise addition. We define 
the star multiplication Q * b of two elements a and b of ‘Fz by coordinatewise 
multiplication, that is (a * b)i = ajbi. For two subsets A and B of Fz we denote the 
set {a*b IuEA, bEB} byA*B. 
2. Error locating pairs 
Definition 2.1. Let C be a linear code in [Fi. Define the syndrome map of the 
code C by 
WH(U H (V, w)). 
For a received word w E Ei we call s(w) the syndrome of w with respect to the 
code C. 
Remark 2.2. Note that w is a codeword of C if and only if s(w) = 0. If w is a 
word with error e, that is to say w = c + e with c E C, then s(w) = s(e). 
Definition 2.3. Let A, B and C be linear codes in Ei. Define the error locating 
map E, of a received word w with respect to the code C, by 
E,:A+ B”, 
a-(b++(w, u*b)). 
Remark 2.4. If A *B c CL and w is a word with error e, then E, = E,. 
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Definition 2.5. Suppose I = {i,, . . . , i,}, where 1 G i, < . . . < i, s n. Let A be a 
linear code in Fa. Define 
A(I) = {a E A 1 a, = 0 for all i E I} 
Define the projection map 
JC,:(F;+[F;, 
by n,(w) = h,, . . . t w,,). Define A, = n,(A). Let e E [FG. We will denote nl(e *A) 
by eA,. 
Remark 2.6. (1) The image of the linear map JG, is by definition A, and it has 
kernel A(I). 
(2) If w is a word with error supported at 1, then the kernel Ker(E,) contains 
A(I). Now we are interested in the case that Ker(E,) =A(I), then we can use E, 
to locate the error positions of w. Before proving a proposition of that effect we 
need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) d(B’) 3 t. 
(ii) codim B(I) = t for every subset I of { 1, . . . , n} consisting oft elements. 
(iii) B, = iFi for every subset I of (1, . . . , n} consisting oft elements. 
Proof. (ii) is equivalent with (iii), by Remark 2.6. Suppose d(B’) G t. Then there 
exists a nonzero element b of B’ such that wt(b) s t. Let G be a generating 
matrix of B. Then CT6 = 0. Hence G has t dependent columns say at the places 
i, <. . . <i,. Let I= {i,, . . . , it}. Then B(1) is the intersection of t dependent 
hyperplanes, hence codim B(I) <t. Hence (ii) implies (i). The implication from 
(i) to (ii) is left to the reader. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose A, B and C are linear codes in Fi such that A * B G CL. If w 
is a word with error e supported at I, then 
Ker(E,)/A(I) = eAI fl (B,)‘, and 
Ker(E,) = A(Z) if and only if eA, fl (B,)’ = 0. 
Proof. See [2, Proposition 41. Consider the bilinear form S on A x B defined by 
s(a, 6) = C eiaibj. Then S(-, 6) . 1s zero on A(Z) for every b E B, and ,!$(a, -) is 
zero on B(Z) for every a E A. Thus S induces a bilinear form on A/A(Z) x 
B/B(Z), which is isomorphic to A, x B,, by Remark 2.6. This bilinear form is 
isomorphic to the standard inner product on eA, x B,, under the isomorphism 
(x, y) ++ (n,(e) *x, y). Thus Ker(E,)lA(I) . IS isomorphic with {a E eA, 1 (a, 6) = 
0 for all b E B,) =eA, fl (B,)I. 0 
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Proposition 2.9. Suppose A, B and C are linear codes in Ft such that A * B E Cl 
and d(B’) > r. If w is a word with r errors supported at I, then 
Ker(E,) = A(Z). 
Proof. We already noticed that A(Z) c Ker(E,) in Remark 2.6. Let w be a word 
with r errors supported at I, that is to say w = c + e with c E C and I = supp(e). 
Thus B, = F;, by Lemma 2.7 and the assumption d(BI) > r. Thus (B,)l = 0, so 
Ker(E,) = A(Z), by Lemma 2.8. 0 
Definition 2.10. Suppose I = {il, . . . , i,}, where 1 G il < . . . < i, < n. Define the 
inclusion map 
i,:F$+Fz, 
by inserting Wj at the ijth coordinate for all j = 1, . . . , t and zeros everywhere 
else, for w E [Fi. Note that nIoil is the identity map on Fi. Define the restricted 
syndrome map 
SI: FI,+ (Cl)“, 
by the composition s1 = s 0 iI. 
Proposition 2.11. Let C be a linear code in [F;. Let w E [FG. Suppose w = c + e and 
c E C and wt(e) = d(w, C). Let a be a nonzero element of IF:. If supp(e) E J = 
z(a), then the equation sJ(x) = s(w) has a solution nJ(e). If moreover d(A) + 
d(C) > n, then this solution is unique. 
Proof. If supp(e) G J = z(a), then i,oJc,(e) = e. Hence 
sJ(n,(e)) = s(iJo7cJ(e)) = s(e) = s(w), 
by Remark 2.2. Therefore nJ(e) is a solution of the equation sJ(x) = s(w). If 
moreover n <d(A) + d(C) an x is a solution of the above equation, then d 
s(i,(x)) = s&x) = s(w) = s(e). 
Hence s(i,(x) - e) = 0, so i,(x) -e E C, by Remark 2.2. Both i,(x) and e have 
their support contained in J = z(a). Thus 
wt(i&) - e) d Iz(a)l s n - d(A) < d(C). 
So i&x) - e = 0. Hence nJ(e) = ~~,oi&) =x. 0 
Definition 2.12. Let A, B and C be linear codes in F”,. We call (A, B) a t-error 
locating pair for C if 
(1) A *B c C’, 
(2) k(A) > t, 
(3) d(A) + d(C) > n. 
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If moreover 
(4) d(Bl) ’ t, 
then we call (A, B) a t-error correcting pair for C. 
Algorithm 2.13. 
(1.1) Compute Ker(E,). 
(1.2) If Ker(E,) = 0, then goto (3.2). 
(1.3) If Ker(E,) #O, then choose a nonzero element a of Ker(E,). Let 
J = z(a). 
(2.1) Compute the space of solutions of s,(x) = s(w). 
(2.2) If Q(X) = s(w) h as no or more than one solution then goto (3.2). 
(2.3) If sJ(x) = s(w) has the unique solution x0, then compute wt(xo). 
(2.4) If wt(xO) > t, then goto (3.2). 
(3.1) Print: “The received word is decoded by”; Print w - iJ(xo); goto (4.1). 
(3.2) Print: “The received word has more than t errors”. 
(4.1) End. 
Theorem 2.14. If (A, B) IS a t-error correcting pair for C, then Algorithm 2.13 
corrects t errors with complexity O(n3). 
Proof. Let r = d(w, C). Then there exist c E C and e such that w = c + e and 
wt(e) = r. Let supp(e) = 1. If Ker(E,) = 0, then r > t, since A(I) is the intersec- 
tion of r hyperplanes in A, dim(A) > t by assumption and this intersection is 
contained in Ker(E,), hence w has more than t errors. Now suppose Ker(E,) # 0 
and a is a nonzero element of Ker(E,). Let J = z(a). If w has at most t errors, 
then the equation s&) = s(w) has a unique solution xc, and this solution has the 
property that wt(xo) s t. This is showed as follows. If r G t, then Ker(E,) = A(Z), 
by Proposition 2.9 and the assumption d(BI) > t. So supp(e) EJ and therefore 
sJ(x) =s(w) has the unique solution nJ(e), by Proposition 2.11 and the 
assumption d(A) + d(C) > n. Now iJnJ(e) = e and e has weight r G t. Thus if the 
equation sJ(x) = s(w) has no solution, or more than one solution, or a unique 
solution x0 such that wt(i,(x”)) > t, then w has more than t errors. Conversely, if 
the equation sJ(x) =s(w) has the unique solution x0 and wt(x(,) d t, then 
s(w) =+(x0)), so w -i,(x,,) E C, by Remark 2.2. Thus r =d(~, C)a 
wt(iJ(xo)) G t, that is to say w has at most t errors. So by the above i,(x”) = e and 
we can decode w by w - i,(xJ. 
As for the complexity, in the algorithm one has to compute a matrix for E, 
with respect to bases for A and B”. One has to compute a kernel of E,. This 
amounts to a set of at most rz linear equations in at most n variables. The same 
holds for solving the equation s,(x) = S(W). One has to locate zeros of a vector 
and one has to compute the weight of a vector. All these subroutines have 
complexity at most O(n”). q 
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Corollary 2.15. If a linear code C has a t-error correcting pair, then t s 
bW) - W1. 
Proof. If C has a t-error correcting pair, then every word w with at most t errors 
can be written in a unique way as a sum w = c + e with e E C and wt(e) G t, by 
Theorem 2.14. Let c0 be a codeword of C of minimum weight d = d(C). Then 
there are two different words e,, e2 E Ez such that cr, = e, - e2 and wt(e,) < 
(d+1)/2 for i=l,2. Let ~=er. Then w=O+e,=c,+e, and O,C,,EC and 
wt(e,) G (d + 1)/2 for i = 1, 2. Hence t < [(d + 1)/2], so t s L(d - 1)/2]. 0 
Example 2.16. Let (Y = ((or, . . . , a;l) be an n-tuple of n distinct elements of IF,. 
Let 
C(@, k) = {(f(d, . . . f f (a;l)) 1 f E W4, dedf I< 4. 
Then C(a, k) is an [n, k, n - k + l] code, so it is an MDS code and its dual is an 
[n, n - k, k + l] code. If n = q - 1, then C(a, k) is a Reed-Solomon code. Let 
A = C((Y, t + 1) and B = C(cu, t) and C = C(cu, 2t)l. Then C has minimum 
distance 2t + 1 and clearly A * B s CL. Now A is an [n, t + 1, n -t] code, hence 
k(A) = t + 1 and d(A) + d(C) = (n - t) + (2t + 1) > n. Furthermore d(Bl) = t + 
1. Thus (A, B) is a t-error correcting pair for C. 
Remark 2.17. Suppose C is a q-ary linear code of minimum distance 2t + 1 and 
has a t-error locating pair (A, B). Then k(A) > t and d(A) + d(C) >n, so 
d(A) + 2k(A) + 1 > n. If 6 is the relative minimum distance of A and R is the 
information rate of A, then asymptotically we have the inequality 6 + 2R 2 1. 
The asymptotic Plotkin bound is R + qS/(q - 1) G 1. Thus if d(C) > 
2(q - l)l(q + l)n(C) and n(c) is sufficiently big, then C has not a L(d(C) - 1)/2] - 
error locating pair. 
Remark 2.18. For subfield subcodes one can also define the notion of an error 
locating or correcting pair as follows. Let [F, be a subfield of IF, and let C be a 
linear code in lFz. Then C0 = C fl IF: is the subfield subcode of C over IF,,. Let A 
and B be linear codes in Ei, then (A, B) is called a t-error locating pair for Co, if 
(1) A *B c_ (C,)l, 
(2) k(A) > t, 
(3) d(A) + d(G) > n. 
If moreover 
(4) d(BI) > t, 
then we call (A, B) a t-error correcting pair for Co. The corresponding 
propositions and theorems for C are also true for C,,. This is left to the reader. 
Duursma showed that in many cases the decoding of BCH codes beyond the 
designed error correcting capability [4,5] can be explained by showing that there 
exist appropriate error correcting pairs for these codes. 
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3. Decoding algebraic-geometric codes 
In this section we show that an algebraic-geometric code of designed minimum 
distance d* on a curve of genus g has a l(d* - 1)/2] -error locating pair and a 
[(d* - 1 -. g)/2] -error correcting pair. For the theory of algebraic-geometric 
codes we refer to [7,11,20]. Let 2 be an absolutely irreducible nonsingular 
projective curve defined over IF, of genus g. Let PI, . . . , P,, be n distinct rational 
points of %. Let D be the divisor defined by D = PI + . . . + P,,. Let G be a divisor 
such that supp(G) fl supp(D) = 0. Consider the map 
defined by (Ye = (re+,(w), . . . , resp,(w)). The algebraic-geometric or 
geometric Goppa code C&D, G) is by definition the image of (Ye If m > 2g - 2, 
then (Ye is injective and the code has at least dimension n - m + g - 1, equality 
holds if moreover m < n. The minimum distance is at least m - 2g + 2 and we call 
it the designed minimum distance and denote it by d*. By the residue theorem, 
the dual code C,(D, G) of Cn(D, G) is obtained as the image of the map 
defined by a&) = (f(PJ, . . . , f(Pn)). If m < n, then the map aL is injective and 
the dimension of CL(D, G) is at least m + 1 -g, equality holds if moreover 
m > 2g - 2. The minimum distance of this code is at least n - m. 
Proposition 3.1. Let F and G be divisors with support disjoint from D. Let 
A = CL(D, F), B = C,(D, G -F) and C = C&D, G). Then: 
(1) A * B c Cl. 
(2) If t + g s deg(F) < n, then k(A) > t. 
(3) Zf deg(G - F) > 2g - 2, then d(A) + d(C) > n. 
(4) Zf deg(G - F) > t + 2g - 2, then d(BI) > 1. 
Proof. (1) If a E A and b E B, then there exist f E L(F) and g E L(G - F) such 
that cl; = f(Pi) and bi =g(Pi) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Thus Uibi =fg(P;). Moreover 
(f) 2 -F and (g) ?=-G+F, hence (fg)a-G. Thus fgEL(G) and a*bc 
C,(D, G). Further C=(D, G) is the dual of C&D, G) = C. 
(2) If t + g c deg(F) < n, then k(A) = dim L(F) 2 t + 1, by the Riemann-Roth 
Theorem. 
(3) If deg(G - F) > 2g - 2, then 
d(A) + d(C) 2 (n - deg(F)) + (m - 2g + 2) 
=n+deg(G-F)-2g+2>n. 
(4) Now Bl = Cn(D, G -F) and deg(G -F) > t +2g - 2, hence d(Bl) 2 
deg(G-F)-2g+2>t. 0 
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Corollary 3.2. If F and G are divisors with disjoint support from D such that 
t + g s deg(F) < n, then (C,(D, F), C,(D, G - F)) is a t-error locating pair for 
C&D, G) whenever deg(G - F) > 2g - 2, and a t-error correcting pair whenever 
deg(G-F)>t+2g-2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Every algebraic-geometric code C,(D, G) of designed minimum 
distance d* on a curve of genus g has a [(d* - 1)/2] -error locating pair whenever 
n > deg(G) > 4g - 3, and a [(d* - 1 - g)/2] - error correcting pair whenever 
deg(G) > 2g - 2. 
Proof. Let FI = (t + g)PI. There exists a rational function f such that the 
valuation of f at Z’, is t + g and zero at Pi for all i = 2, . . . , n, see [l]. Let 
F = FI - (f). Then deg(F) = deg(F,) = t + g and F has disjoint support with D. If 
t = [(d* - 1)/2] and n>deg(G)>4g-3, then deg(G-F)=m-(t+g)>2g- 
2 and n > t + g = deg(F). Thus there exists a t-error locating pair, by Corollary 
3.2. If t= ](d*-l-g)/2], then deg(G-F)=m-(t+g)>t+2g-2. The 
dimension of C&D, G) is at most n and at least m - 2g + 2, so m 6 n + 2g - 2, 
hence n > t + g = deg(F). Thus there exists a t-error correcting pair, by Corollary 
3.2. q 
Remark 3.4. The above algorithm is called the ‘basic algorithm’ in [16,20]. With 
the so called ‘modified algorithm’ [8,2] more errors can be decoded. There exist 
about 2g error locating pairs such that one can decode [(d* - 1)/2] errors, see 
[14,21]. But this is an existence result. Ehrhard [3] and independently Feng and 
Rao [6,22], gave an explicit decoding algorithm which decodes L(d* - l] errors. 
In all these improvements error locating pairs play a role. 
4. Dependent error positions 
When we want to correct t errors with the help of a t-error correcting pair 
(A, B) we needed the assumption that the minimum distance of B* is at least 
t + 1, in order to conclude that Ker(E,) =A(Z) in Proposition 2.9. Now 
Ker(E,) = A(Z) if and only if eA(Z) II (B,)l = 0 for a received word with error e 
supported at I, as we have seen in Lemma 2.8. So Algorithm 2.13 corrects in 
many cases t errors even in case d(Bl) s t. In this section we want to estimate the 
number of cases in which we still can correct such a word. Justesen et al. [9] give 
sets of error positions where their decoding algorithm fails to decode [(d* - 1)/2] 
errors. 
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Definition 4.1. Let B be a linear codes in Et. Suppose t is a positive integer such 
that t 6 dim(B). We call a subset I of { 1, . . , n} consisting of t elements an 
independent t-set of error positions with respect to B, if (B,)I = 0, otherwise we 
call I independent. The number of dependent t-sets of error positions with respect 
to B is denoted by dep(B, t). 
Proposition 4.2. If Z is an independent t-set of error positions with respect to B, 
where (A, B) is a t-error locating pair for the code C, then Algorithm 2.13 corrects 
any word with error supported at I. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.14. 0 
Remark 4.3. (1) If dim(B) = t, then independent t-sets with respect to B are 
exactly those t-sets which can be used as sets of information positions for the code 
B. 
(2) It follows from Lemma 2.7 that dep(B, t) = 0, whenever t < d(B’). 
(3) Let t = d(B’). A codeword b E BL of minimum weight f has as support a 
dependent t-set with respect to B, as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.7. A 
nonzero scalar multiple of b has the same support. In this way we get a q - 1 to 1 
correspondence between codewords of BL of minimum weight t and dependent 
t-sets with respect to B. Thus dep(B, t) = (y,(Bl)/(q - 1). For LU, we refer to the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.4. Let B be a linear code in FG of minimum distance d. Let 
a; = a;(B) = I{6 E B 1 wt(b) = i}/. 
The weight enumerator of B is a polynomial defined by 
W,(x, y) =n” + i: a,xn-iyi. 
i=d 
Remark 4.5. If d = d(B) 2 n - a, then 
WB(x, y) =x” + c /3Jx - y)iyn+, 
i=O 
where 
Pi= TS (“ri), and ai=j$_i(nli)pj> 
j=n-0 
see [20, 1.1.31. Furthermore 
where k(Z) is the dimension of the linear code B(Z), see [20, Example 1.1.271. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let B be a linear code of dimension b, then 
dep(B, t) s 
PI - (:)(qh-I - 1) 
qb-yq - 1) . 
Proof. Let ZG (1, . . . , n} and 111 = t. If I is an independent set with respect to B, 
then B, = Fz, so k(Z) = dim(B(Z)) = dim(B) -t, by Remark 2.6. The dimension 
of B is b. Therefore k(Z) = b - t if Z is independent, and k(Z) > b - t of Z is 
dependent. Thus 
k(I) _ b-r 
dep(B, t) d c ;b-yq ” 1) 9 
where the sum is taken over all subsets Z of { 1, . . . , n} consisting of t elements. 
The right hand of this inequality is equal to 
(C,,,=, qk@) - 1) - (:)(4b-t - 1) Pt - (:)(4b-r - 1) = 
9% - 1) qb-‘(q - 1) . q 
Example 4.7. (1) In the following we investigate the number of dependent 
positions of Hermitian codes, for the details of these codes we refer to 
[12,18,19]. Let r be a prime power. Let q = r2. The Hermitian curve H(q) is 
defined by the equation 
u’+i + VI+1 + wr+l = () 
over F,. This curve has r3 + 1 rational points and is isomorphic to the plane curve 
with affine equation x’+’ = y’ + y. It has genus g = r(r - 1)/2. Let P, be the 
unique point at infinity, this point is rational. The remaining r3 rational points we 
enumerate by PI, . . . , P,,. Let D be the divisor defined by D = P, + * . . + P,. 
Define the code C, = CL(D, mP,). Then Cn+2R--2--m = Ci = C&D, G). Assume 
that m is odd for convenience and at least 4g - 1, then the designed minimum 
distance d* of Ci is m -2g+2. Let t= (d* - 1)/2 and A = C(m+,j,2 and 
B = Cm-1)/z. Then (A, B) is a t-error locating pair for CA, by Theorem 3.3, and 
B has dimension t. 
(2) The code C, has dimension 2. The set {i,, i2} is dependent with respect to 
C, if and only if Pi,, Pi, and P, are collinear, since L(rP,) is generated by 1, X. 
The number of lines going through P, and nontangent is equal to r2, and on every 
such line there are apart from P, exactly r more rational points. The line tangent 
to P, intersects the curve only at P, with multiplicity r + 1. Thus the number of 
2-dependent sets of C, is equal to r2(;). So in case r = 2 there are 4 dependent 
2-sets. This is in agreement with a,(C:)/(q - 1) = 4, by Remark 4.3 and [17, 
Example 2.81. 
(3) The code Crtl has dimension 3. The set {i, , i2, i3} is dependent respect to 
C,,, if and only if P,,, Pi, and Pi, are collinear, since L((r + l)P,) is generated by 
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1, X, y. There are r4 - r3 + r2 lines which are not tangent, r* of those lines are 
going through P, and r4 - r3 of these lines are not going through P,. Every 
nontangent line intersects the Hermitian curve in r + 1 rational points, and every 
tangent line intersects the curve in exactly one rational points with multiplicity 
r + 1. Thus in total there are r’(G) + (r4 - r3)(r; ‘) dependent 3-sets. So in case 
r = 2 there are 8 dependent 3-sets. This is in agreement with a,(C$)/(q - 1) = 8, 
by Remark 4.3 and [17, Example 2.81. In case r > 2 we do not know the weight 
enumerator to compare. 
(4) Let t= (‘:‘) and 14 r. The code Clcr+ij has dimension t. In order to 
determine the number of t-dependent sets of C++i) we have to compute the 
number of t points on the intersection of the Hermitian curve and a curve of 
degree I, since L(l(r + l)P,) is generated by the monomials _x’yj such that i + j 6 1. 
(5) Note that in our discussions we consider the so called ‘basic algorithm’, that 
is with only one pair (A, B). If one decodes with the ‘modified algorithm’, that is 
with several error locating pairs, then the decoding failure is considerably lower, 
as is shown by [2, Proposition 51 in an example. 
Proposition 4.8. If B is a linear code in [Fi of dimension t, then 
Proof. Let U be the set of t-tuples of t distinct elements of { 1, . . . , n} such that 
the corresponding set is a dependent t-set with respect to B. So U consists of 
dep(B, t)t! elements. Let V be the set of t - 2 tuples of t - 2 distinct elements of 
{I, . . . , n}. Let n : U-, V be the map defined by n(ii, . . . , i,) = (i3, . . . , i,). 
Take (i3, . . . , i,) E V and let J = {i3, . . . , i,}. Then k(B(J)) 3 2, since B has 
dimension t and J consists of t - 2 elements. So there exist two independent 
elements a, b E B(J). Let W = (0) U PG(l, q). Define the map 
#:{l,..., n}\J)+ W 
as follows, #(i) = 0 whenever ai = bi = 0, and G(i) = (a;:bJ E PG(l, q) in case 
(ai, bi) # 0. If i, and i2 are two distinct elements in the domain of r$ with the same 
value under the map @, then (i,, i2, i.?, . . . , i,) E U. Since; if @(iI) = #(iJ = 0, 
then a is a nonzero element of B(Z); if $(iJ = @(i2) = (&: A,) E PG(l, q), then 
&a - AIb is a nonzero element of B(I), where I = {i,, . . . , i,}. If V(X) is the 
number of elements of @‘(x) for x E W, then there are C v(x)(v(x) - 1) ordered 
pairs (i,, i2) with the same image under @, where the sum is taken over x E W. 
We want to know a lower bound of this sum. Notice that C V(X) = n - t + 2. Thus 
we want to minimize C,“=, x&q - l), under the constraint C xi = N, where 
N = n - t + 2 and M = q + 2 is the number of elements of W. A minimum is 
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obtained if we take for all xi the value N/M for all 16 i s M. So a lower bound 
for the above sum is N(N - M)/M. Thus every (i3, . . . , i,) E V has at least 
N(N - M)/M inverse images under the map x Thus (U( 2 N(N - M) (VI/M, so 
IUI 
dep(B, t) = 7 > 
(n - t - q)n * * * (n - t + 3)(n -t + 2) 
t! (q + 2) 
(n - t - 4) 
=(n-t+l)(q+2) :. q 0 
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